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Major updates since the IETF 90

- Terms have been updated to be compliant with the avtext-rtp-grouping-taxonomy draft
- Attribute syntax updates and ABNF definitions in Section 6 (Thanks to Paul K.)
  - Clearer definitions
  - Best practices in defining new attributes
- Updated attribute registration requirements
- Proposed IANA updates are discussed in a separate draft
draft-begen-mmusic-rfc4566bis-iana-updates-00
Outstanding Issues

- Christer H. reviewed the changes:
  
  Offer/answer considerations: These are missing for attributes defined in 4566bis
  
  Bundle considerations: Should we indicate which “category” an attribute is associated with?

- Christian G. caught some missing attributes and values:
  
  Network "TN" and address type "RFC2543" from RFC2848
  
  Attributes a=phone-content, a=clir, a=Q763-nature, a=Q763-plan, a=Q763-INN, a=require
  
  PROTO values "voice, fax" and "pager"